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ABSTRACT
Infrared regularized versions of 4-D N=1 superstring ground states are con-
structed by curving the spacetime. A similar regularization can be performed
in eld theory. For the IR regularized string ground states we derive the exact
one-loop eective action for non-zero U(1) or chromo-magnetic elds as well as
gravitational and axionic-dilatonic elds. This eective action is IR and UV
nite. Thus, the one-loop corrections to all couplings (gravitational, gauge and
Yukawas) are unambiguously computed. These corrections are necessary for
quantitative string superunication predictions at low energies. The one-loop








The four-dimensional superstring solutions in a at background [1]-[7] dene, at low energy,
eective supergravity theories [8]-[11]. A class of them successfully extends the validity of
the standard model up to the string scale,M
str
. The rst main property of superstrings is
that they are ultraviolet-nite theories (at least perturbatively). Their second important
property is that they unify gravity with all other interactions. This unication does not
include only the gauge interactions, but also the Yukawa ones as well as the interactions







GeV. At this energy scale, however, the rst excited string states
become important and thus the whole eective low energy eld theory picture breaks down
















where the eective eld theory picture makes sense. Then, at M
U
,
any string solution provides non-trivial relations between the gauge and Yukawa couplings,






















The above relation looks very similar to the well-known unication condition in Su-









) = 0 in the

DR renormalization scheme; in SuSy-GUTs
the normalization constants k
i












), but there are no relations among gauge and Yukawa couplings at all. In string
eective theories, however, the normalization constants (k
i
) are known for both gauge




) are calculable finite quantities for any
particular string solution. Thus, the predictability of a given string solution is extended










This determination however, requests string computations which we did not know, up




) are non-trivial functions





the so-called moduli (the moduli elds are at directions at the string classical level and





) are target space duality invariant functions, which depend on the particular string
solution. Partial results for 
ij
exist [9, 10, 11] in the exact supersymmetric limit in many
string solutions based on orbifold [2] and fermionic constructions [5]. As we will see later

ij
are, in principle, well dened calculable quantities once we perform our calculations
at the string level where all interactions including gravity are consistently dened. The




), as well as the string
corrections associated to the soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters






, A, B and , at M
U
,
are of main importance, since they x the strength of the gauge and Yukawa interactions,
the full spectrum of the supersymmetric particles as well as the Higgs and the top-quark





In the case where supersymmetry is broken [17, 18] only semi-quantitative results can
be obtained at present; a much more detailed study and understanding are necessary
which is related to the structure of soft breaking terms after the assumed supersymmetry
breaking [19].











function in superstring theory. In eld theory, we can avoid this problem using o-shell
calculations. In rst quantized string theory we cannot do that since we do not know how
to go o-shell. Even in eld theory there are problems in dening an infrared regulator
for chiral fermions especially in the presence of spacetime supersymmetry.
In [20] it was suggested to use a specic spacetime with negative curvature in order
to achieve consistent regularization in the infrared. The proposed curved space however
is not useful for string applications since it does not correspond to an exact super-string
solution.
Recently, exact and stable superstring solutions have been constructed using special
four-dimensional spaces as superconformal building blocks with c^ = 4 and N = 4 super-
conformal symmetry [12, 14]. The full spectrum of string excitations for the superstring
solutions based on those four-dimensional subspaces, can be derived using the techniques
developed in [14]. The main characteristic property of these solutions is the existence of a
mass gap, which is proportional to the curvature of the non-trivial four-dimensional space-
time. Comparing the spectrum in a at background with that in curved space we observe







=2, where Q is the Liouville background charge and  is the IR cuto.
What is also interesting is that the shifted spectrum in curved space is equal for bosons
and fermions due to the existence of a new space-time supersymmetry dened in curved
spacetime [12, 14]. Therefore, our curved spacetime infrared regularization is consistent
with supersymmetry and can be used either in eld theory or string theory.
In section 2 we dene the four-dimensional superconformal system responsible for the
IR cuto and give the modular-invariant partition function for some symmetric orbifold
ground states of the string. In section 3 we show how we can deform the theory consis-















and obtain the exact regularized partition function
Z(;F;R). Our method of constructing this eective action automatically takes into ac-
count the back-reaction of the other background elds; stated otherwise, the perturbation
that turns on the constant gauge eld strength or curvature background is an exact (1,1)





for F;R = 0 denes without any infrared ambiguities the
2
complete string one-loop corrections to the gauge coupling constants. In the ! 0 limit
we recover the known partial results [9, 10, 11]. A preliminary version of our results has
appeared in [21].
2 Regulating the Infrared
Any 4-D string solution that can be used to describe particle physics is composed from a
4-D at spacetime CFT (with c = (6; 4)) which provides the universal degrees of freedom
(graviton, antisymmetric tensor and dilaton) and some internal CFT (with c = (9; 22))
which provides the various particle degrees of freedom (gauge elds, fermions, scalars).
We would like to regularize the IR by turning on background elds associated to the




, ) so that it can be used for 4-D string ground
states with arbitrary particle content. This will be done by replacing the 4-D at spacetime
CFT with another CFT which however has to satisfy the following constraints:
1. The string spectrum must have a mass gap 
2
. In particular, chiral fermions should
be regulated consistently.
2. We should be able to take the limit 
2
! 0.
3. It should have c = (6; 4) so that it can be coupled to any internal CFT with
c = (9; 22).
4. It should preserve as many spacetime supersymmetries of the original theory, as
possible.
5. We should be able to calculate the regulated quantities relevant for the eective
eld theory.
6. Vertices for spacetime elds (like F
a

) should be well dened operators on the
world-sheet.
7. The theory should be modular invariant (which guarantees the absence of anoma-
lies).
8. Such a regularization should be possible also at the eective eld theory level. In
this way, calculations in the fundamental theory can be matched without any ambiguity
to those of the eective eld theory.
Requirements 3 and 4 imply that the 4-D CFT should have N = 4 superconformal
symmetry
y
. If we need to regulate an N=1 spacetime supersymmetric ground state the
N=4 requirement can be dropped and N=2 is sucient. In this case one can use a 4-D
CFT with c = (6+ ; 4+ ) and an internal CFT with c = (6  ; 22  ). This would come
close to the dimensional regularization of IR divergences used in eld theory. However we
have good indications that in the limit ! 0 the internal theory decompacties so we will
not consider this possibility further.
y
It is possible to have higher superconformal symmetry but we know of no example that regulates the
IR.
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There are many N=4 CFTs [22] that can regulate the IR but if we insist on requirement









































and their N=4 preserving continuous deformations. The CFTs above (and their super-
symmetric deformations) are constructed out of conformal subsystems whose characters
are known [23, 24] The N=4 superconformal symmetry plays an important role since it
indicates the appropriate modular invariant combinations of characters for these systems
[12, 14].
In this work we will use system I but similar considerations can be advanced for the
other systems.
The background charge Q in cases I and II is related to the level k due to the N = 4
algebra, Q =
q
2=(k + 2) and guarantees that c^ = 4 for any value of k.
In the limit of weak curvature (large k) the W
(4)
k
space can be interpreted as a topo-
logically non-trivial four-dimensional manifold of the form IR
S
3
. The underlying super-
conformal eld theory associated to W
(4)
k
includes a supersymmetric SU(2)
k
WZW model
describing the three coordinates of S
3
as well as a non-compact dimension with a back-
ground charge, describing the scale factor of the sphere [12, 14]. Furthermore this space
admits two covariantly constant spinors and, therefore, respects up to two space-time su-
persymmetries (in the heterotic case) consistently with the N = 4 world-sheet symmetry
[26, 12, 14]. The explicit representation of the desired N = 4 algebra is derived in [25]
and [12], while the target space interpretation as a four-dimensional semi-wormhole space
is given in [26].
The basic rules of construction in curved spacetime are similar to that of the orbifold
construction [2], the free 2-d fermionic constructions [5], and the Gepner construction [7]
where one combines in a modular-invariant way the world-sheet degrees of freedom in a
way consistent with unitarity and spin-statistics of the string spectrum.









propriate internal CFT. To be explicit, we choose this CFT to be one of the symmetric
orbifold models, used in (2; 2) compactications, although as it will become obvious, this
can be done for any \solvable" internal CFT.
Since the world-sheet fermions of the W
(4)
k
superconformal system are free and since
the K
(6)





4-D superstring solutions, we can



























) is nothing but the contribution to the partition function of the bosonic
coordinates X

of the curved background W
(4)
divided by the contribution of the four free







































( ) are the characters of SU(2)
k
(see for example [27]) and the integer l is equal
to twice the SU(2) spin l = 2j. It is necessary to use this orbifoldized version of SU(2)
k
in order to project out negative norm states of the N = 4 superconformal representations
[14].
To obtain the above formula we have used the continuous series of unitary representa-




;  =  
1
2
Q+ ip ; (2.4)






=2. The xed imaginary part in the
momentum iQ=2 of the plane waves is due to the non-trivial dilaton motion.

























































































































































































In the heterotic case, a modular-invariant partition function can be easily obtained using
the heterotic map [6, 7]. It consists in replacing in (2.5) the O(2) characters associated to

























































































































































































































The mass spectrum of bosons and fermions in both the heterotic and type-II construc-
tions is degenerate due to the existence of space-time supersymmetry dened in the W
(4)
k
background. The heterotic constructions are N = 1 spacetime supersymmetric while in
the type-II construction one obtains N = 2 supersymmetric solutions.







, in the type-II construction, while one must set the statistical
factor ( )
++
=+1 (or  1) in the heterotic constructions. In order to derive the lower-
mass levels we need the behavior of the bosonic and fermionic part of the partition function
in the limit where Im is large (Im !1). This behavior can be easily derived from (2.9),
Z
W







The above behavior is universal and does not depend on the choice of K
(6)
internal N =
(2; 2) space. Only the multiplicity factor C (positive for bosons and negative for fermions)
depends on the dierent constructions and it is always proportional to the number of the
lower-mass level states with mass 
2
=2 = 1=[2(k+2)] = Q
2










(A;V ), we get identical infrared mass
shift .
As we will see in the next section, the induced mass  acts as a well-dened infrared reg-











i) on the torus, which is associated to the one-loop








Our aim is to dene the deformation of the two-dimensional superconformal theory which







and nd the integrated
one-loop partition function Z
W




























[;F;R; ;  ] (3.1)
z
Magnetic backgrounds in closed string theory have been also discussed in [28, 29, 30].
6
where V (W ) is the volume of theW
(4)
k
space; modulo the trivial innity which corresponds
to the one non-compact dimension, the remaining three-dimensional compact space is that









so that it matches in the at limit with the conventional at space contribution.
In at space, a small non-zero F
a

background gives rise to an innitesimal deformation

























Observe that for F
a

















is a well-dened (0; 1) operator, the total deformation is
not integrable in at space. Indeed, the 2-d -model -functions are not satised in the
presence of a constant magnetic eld. This follows from the fact that there is a non-trivial
back-reaction on the gravitational background due the non-zero magnetic eld.
The important property of W
(4)
k
space is that we can solve this back-reaction ambi-









is a well-dened (1,1) integrable deformation, which breaks the (2; 2) super-





























is anyone of the SU(2)
k
currents. The deformed partition function is not zero
due to the breaking of (2; 2) supersymmetry. In order to see that this is the correct
replacement of the Lorentz current in the at case, we will write the SU(2) group element

















the at limit the rst term corresponds to a constant gauge eld and thus pure gauge so
the only relevant term is the second one which corresponds to constant magnetic eld in
































with constant Riemann tensor and scalar curvature equal to 6R. There is also a non-zero

















Due to the rotation invariance in S
3










indicates the direction in the gauge group space of the right-moving ane




of this background gauge eld is a monopole-like gauge eld on S
3
and its lift to
the tangent space is constant. Thus at the at limit of the sphere it goes to the constant
F

background of at space.
The moduli space of the F deformation is then given by the SO(1; n)=SO(n) Lorentzian-
lattice boosts with n being the rank of the right-moving gauge group. We therefore con-
clude that the desired partition function Z
W
(;F;R = 0) is given in terms of the moduli of








also be included exactly by an extra boost, in which case the lattice becomes  (1; n + 1).
Let us denote by Q the fermionic lattice momenta associated to the left-moving U(1)











Q the charge lattice of a right U(1) which is part of the
Cartan algebra of the non-abelian right gauge group and by

I the charge lattice of the






. In terms of these charges









































+    (3.7)





The (1,1) perturbation that turns on a constant gauge eld strength F as well as a
constant curvature R background produces an O(1,2) 2-parameter boost in O(2; 2), acting































































































































The k-dependence is such that there is smooth at space limit.
8
The rst term is the standard perturbation while the second term is the back-reaction
necessary for conformal and modular invariance. Expanding the partition function in a




















i. For hRi, hF
2


































































dierentiation with respect to v. In particularQ acts in the #[


] of eqs. (2.5), (2.9), I;

I act
in the level-k #-function present in  (SU(2)
k
) (due to the parafermionic decomposition),
and

Q acts on one of the right

#-functions.
4 One-loop Corrections to the Coupling Constants
The term linear in R provides us with the one loop renormalization of Newton's constant.
It is obvious from (3.13) that this renormalization is zero to one-loop since the only term
that might contribute from the left is Q and h

Ii = 0 due to global SU(2) symmetry.
Strictly speaking, what we have computed is the renormalization of a linear combination
of Newton's constant and the axion-dilaton kinetic term. However we can disentangle










background. For general constant C
ij
this
satises the string equations to leading order, and this is sucient for computing the rst
order expectation value (3.13) relevant for the renormalization of Newton's constant. For











i = 0 (4.1)
again due to the global SU(2) symmetry. The above implies that in all 4-D heterotic string
models with at spacetime, Newton's constant and the kinetic axion-dilaton terms do not
renormalize at one-loop.
This argument generalizes in an obvious way to higher loops showing that Newton's
constant is not renormalized in perturbation theory for such heterotic backgrounds.
{
An
amusing fact is that Newton's constant does get a nite one-loop renormalization in the
respective type-II backgrounds (from N=(1,1) sectors
k










We were informed by Minahan and Nemeschansky that they reached a similar conclusion at one loop.
k






























We have dened M
2
str







We now focus on the one-loop correction to the gauge couplings





(). We can use the Riemann identity to transform the sum over the (; ) #-






















































In this representation the charge operators are derivatives with respect to v.




orbifolds. In this case all the character-





) of twists is (0; 0) and the rest non-zero. There are three sectors where two
out of the four fermion #-functions depend only on v=2; they give non-zero contribution
only when both derivatives with respect to v act on them. We have in total three N = 2
sectors; the N = 4 and the N = 1 sectors give zero contribution in Z
2;0




orbifold model. For other orbifold models there might exist non-zero contributions coming
from the N=1 sectors. Using the fact that the contribution to the partition function of
the twisted bosons cancels (up to a constant that is proportional to the number of xed




, we obtain the






























































































































































Eq. (4.5) applies to any 4-d symmetric orbifold string model, the only things that change
are the moduli contribution from  
i
(T;U) and the specic form of


. This formula diers

Calculations similar in spirit for \topological" quantites have been done in [31].
10
from that of [9, 10, 11] since it includes the so-called universal contribution. In particular
the back-reaction of gravity is included exactly and contributes to the universal terms.
Taking dierences between dierent gauge groups we obtain the regularized form of the
result of [9, 10, 11]. This result will be also presented below. The only dierence from
their formula is the replacement of the at space contribution by  (SU(2))=V (SU(2)).
Our result is explicitly modular invariant and finite both in the IR and UV.
In order to clearly see how the W
(4)
k
acts as an IR regulator, it is convenient to per-
form the summation on the spin index l of the SU(2) characters. This sum can be done















































Notice that the derivative with respect to R in (4.8) subtracts the (m;n) = (0; 0) contri-
bution which is responsible for the IR divergence. In particular we have that the infrared












































depends on the gauge group in question and its constant part is pro-








example, in the E
8























The dierential operator in (4.11) acts as a covariant derivative on modular forms.
Eq. (4.10) is the nal form for the complete string one-loop radiative correction to
the appropriate gauge couplings. This result is nite and manifestly invariant under the




moduli. We see in particular that the
(regulated) integrand in our case is related to the partition function of a (3,3) lattice
at special values of the (3,3) moduli. The derivative with respect to the R modulus is
responsible for the regulation of the IR. In order to see this we will evaluate the part of
the radiative correction coming from the low-lying states (massless in the limit  ! 0),
which in the unregulated case is responsible for the IR divergence. This is achieved by
replacing the (2,2) lattice contribution in eq. (4.10) by 1 and leaving apart for the moment



















































] + ::: (4.13)
where the dots stand for terms vanishing in the limit  ! 0. The constant c
0
can be

















log(3) = 0:738857::: (4.14)









)   T (R
a
). This is always the case in any string
ground state where the Green-Schwarz duality anomaly cancellation is unnecessary [10, 11].
The constant coecient c
0




) as well as the
universal contribution dene unambiguously the string scheme and can thus be compared
with the eld theory result (regularized in the IR in the same way as above) in any UV
scheme, for instance the conventional

DR. Although this coecient is small, one has to
compute the parts left over including the moduli dependence. In particular the universal
contribution can be important. We calculate here the universal contribution due to would



























= 20 +O() (4.15)
This contributes to the coecient c
0
in (4.13) equal to 1=3 for E
8
and  5=21 for E
6
.
It implies that a full calculation is necessary, namely the contributions from all massive
states, in order to nd the exact string scheme.
We will now evaluate the integrals (4.10) over the torus moduli space in order to obtain
the full one-loop corrections to the coupling constants.
As seen previously the one loop corrections involve integrals of the form:






























































= 0 in the case of gauge coupling constant corrections and m
0
=  1 for the R
2
coupling constant correction. m^
0









invariant. The integral can be evaluated using the method of orbits of the modular group
in order to unfold the integration domain. There are three contributions, that of the zero
orbit I
0
, the non-degenerate orbits I
1
and the degenerate orbits I
2
The perturbative IR
divergence exists in I
2
although there are extra divergences at special points in target












































































































































































































The above results imply that for dierences of gauge couplings
yy

































We can expose the IR divergent part as well as the duality invariance of the result above



















































where the O(1) piece is moduli independent. A more careful control of the subleading
terms is needed in order to compute this constant part
Although the general formulae (4.16)-(4.20) are rather explicit, it will be useful to cast
them in a form where the T;U target space duality is manifest.
In general, the coupling constant corrections depend on several scales, namely the




) and the infrared scale . In the next sec-
tion we will show that the one-loop corrections to the couplings obey dierential equations
which relate changes of the various scales above.
5 IR Flow Equations for Couplings
Once we have obtained the one-loop corrections to the coupling constants we can observe
that they satisfy scaling type ows. We will present here IR Flow Equations (IRFE) for
dierences of gauge couplings.






























B]~m 2~m  ~n (5.2)




) is a real symmetric (antisymmetric)
matrix. Z
d;d






































The equation above involves also the modulus of the torus  . Thus it can be used to
convert the integrands for threshold corrections to dierences of coupling constants into





lattices we can evaluate the  integral and we are left with a dierential equation for the
couplings with respect to the T;U moduli and the IR scale  only. To derive such an



























































Eq. (5.4) does not apply to U(1)'s that can get enhanced at special points of the moduli.

















































































The righthand side in (5.9) is a total divergence in moduli space, getting contributions
only from  ! i1. However the contribution there is zero due to the IR cuto (unlike
























and we have also a similar one with T ! U .
We strongly believe that such equations also exist for single coupling constants using
appropriate dierential equations for (d; d+ n) lattices.
Notice rst that the IR scale  plays the role of the RG scale in the eective eld


































where the moduli T
i
have been rescaled by M
str
so they are dimensionless. Second, the
IRFE gives a scaling relation for the moduli dependent corrections. Such relations are
very useful for determining the moduli dependence of the threshold corrections. We will


































) log[ImT ImU ] + f(T;U) + g(T;

U) + cc (5.13)
If at special points in moduli space, the extra massless states are uncharged with respect
to the gauge groups appearing in (5.12) then the functions f and g are non-singular inside









) log[ImT ImU j(T )(U)j
4
] + constant (5.14)
This is the result obtained via direct calculation in [9].
It is thus obvious that the IRFE provides a powerful tool in evaluating general threshold
corrections as manifestly duality invariant functions of the moduli.
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6 Further Directions
We have presented an IR regularization for string theory (and eld theory) induced by
the curvature of spacetime as well as by non-trivial dilaton and axion elds. This regu-
larization preserves a form of spacetime supersymmetry and gives masses to all massless
elds (including chiral fermions) that are proportional to the curvature. In particular, the
theory is IR nite also at special values of the moduli with extra massless states
zz
.
In the regulated string theory we can compute exactly the one-loop eective action for
arbitrarily large, constant, non-abelian gauge and gravitational elds. Using this result,
among other things, we can compute unambiguously the string-induced one-loop threshold
corrections to the gauge couplings as functions of the moduli.
There are several open problems that need to be addressed in this context.
Although we have obtained an explicit formula for threshold corrections more work is
needed so that it is cast in form where all the duality symmetries are manifest.
The structure of higher loop corrections should be investigated. A priori there is a
potential problem, due to the dilaton, at higher loops. One would expect that since there
is a region of spacetime where the string coupling become arbitrarily strong, higher order
computations would be problematic. We think that this is not a problem in our models,
because in Liouville models with N=4 superconformal symmetry (which is the case we con-
sider) there should be no divergence due to the dilaton at higher loops. However, this point
need further study. One should eventually analyze the validity of non-renormalization the-
orems at higher loops [11] since they are of prime importance for phenomenology.
Once the full one-loop coupling corrections are known, and in the absence of higher
order (perturbative) moduli-dependent corrections, it might be possible to implement the
S-duality conjecture [33, 34] in order to obtain non-perturbative results [35] concerning
the eective eld theory of string theory.
The consequences of string threshold corrections for low energy physics should be stud-
ied in order to be able to make quantitative predictions.
Finally, the response of string theory to the magnetic backgrounds studied in this paper
should be analysed since it may provide with useful clues concerning the behavior of strings
in strong background elds and/or singularities.
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See ref. [32] for a recent attempt to take into account such points in the unregulated approach.
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